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Abstract 

A proposal for an economical viable digital collectables platform that would solve 

everyday issues such as scaling and gas fees thus bring many users from their 

cherished brands into NFts whilst also rewarding users through incentivised 

programs and strategies. 
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1. Disclaimer 

 

Three Kingdoms reserves the full right to amend the items or contents of this 

whitepaper without notice or notification.  

Please check the doc version and date if you are unsure. 

Latest version is visible on 3kingdoms.finance 

 

2. Background 

Stories and legends are created. They have the untold ability to shape ones thinking 

and create memories or visions of one that no other form of communication can. A 

narrative way of understanding can leave an unforgettable impression on one’s mind 

thus giving an impression to the spectator that nothing else can. 

As centuries pass, the ideology and techniques of story telling have evolved. This is 

achieved through different methods and practises on artistic depictions and will 

continue to evolve as time goes on and on.  

Three Kingdoms have identified that we are now once again at a paradigm shift for 

the next phase of evolution of storytelling and artistic impressions. From early Cave 

art to painting to modern day digital collectibles (NFTs). We will continue to evolve… 

 

3. The Problem 

The NFT market comprises of a majority of users who have a working knowledge of 

cryptocurrency as a whole (blockchains, gas fees etc.) However, there are 

multimillions of conventional users who are admirers and followers of specific 

products and hold physical memorabilia but are unable to diverge themselves within 

the NFT ecosystem due to the difficulty processing and understanding of 

Cryptocurrency. Such difficulties include 

 

i)   Purchasing cryptocurrencies on CEX 

ii)  Knowledge around different blockchains 

iii) The understanding of setting and securing private wallets  

iv) How to send and receive transactions from one wallet to another or CEX transfers  

v)  The gas fee element within the blockchain 

We are very early and NFTs will remain far too problematic for the normal individual 

and therefore missing out on multimillions of users worldwide resulting in lost 

revenue streams that could be generated. 

 

 

 



4. Our Solution 
 
What is the proposed solution of the Three Kingdoms…An easy-to-use accessible 
for all digital NFT collectables platform where the normal end user can easily buy, 
sell, trade, bid, and even gift their digitally authorised collectables directly from the 
world's leading brand IPS. The platform will feature: 
 
● A robust but easy signup utility. 
● USD and RTK payment methods via integrated payment partners  
● Access to authenticated digital premium collectibles backed by some of the top 
world brands. 
● Features for all users to bid, sell, swap, perform trades and gifting of digital 

collectibles. 
● Gamification — build up your Three Kingdoms profile. 
● Earn rewards via Three Kingdoms native RTK token, which users can use for trade   

discounts & priority access to limited edition digital collectibles. 
● A top user experience. Each end user will be assigned a wallet for the storing of 

their digital collectibles. Three Kingdoms will handle all the blockchain on the 

backend. Therefore, there will be no confusion nor compulsion for the end user to 

learn cryptocurrency if they don’t want or seek to. 
● Eco-friendly Three Kingdoms infrastructure. We are partnering with major charities 

and are building on POS blockchain solutions that offset carbon emissions. 

 

5. Collectible Categories  

 

Three Kingdoms aim to become an all in one platform covering but not limited too: 

● Film & TV 

● Animations  

● Sports Industries 

● Arts & Culture 

● Music Industries 

● Gamification 

● Celebrities & Influencers 

● Other Official Collectables/Memorabilia 

 

6. Collectible Rarities 

 

Three Kingdoms will have 5 tier levels of rarity for each set of our digital collectibles. 

These will range from the most common to the least and will be named: 

● Common Warrior 

● Rare Warrior 

● Epic Warrior 

● Legendary Warrior 

● Immortal Warrior 



7. Three Kingdoms Ecosystem 

 

The Three Kingdoms ecosystem contains the various roles and components as 

shown in the graph below. 

 
i) Roles 

 
● Collectibles 
Officially Licensed collectibles which are developed by our very own Three 
Kingdoms Studio which can and will be sold on the Official Three Kingdoms Store 
and purchased by our wonderful collectible traders. It will be based on specific brand 
categories and these digital collectibles can vary in their forms they are delivered (2d 
Images, 3D models, audio, videos, etc.) We will create an enchanting captivating 
experience for each of our collectible holder. 
 
● Three Kingdoms Studio 
Our internal team of world class artists who design and create the digital collectables 
which are officially licensed will be sold on our Three Kingdoms store. Each of the 
mesmerising collectible that our Studio creates regardless of Tier Levels will come 
exclusively with a Three Kingdoms hologram/watermark for instant brand verification. 
 
● Licensing Partners 

Our exclusive License holders of IPs in partnership with Three Kingdoms will receive 

and earn a percentage of total revenue which would be on on the sale and ongoing 

marketplace transactions.  



ii) Components & Services 

 

● Three Kingdoms Store 

The Three Kingdoms Store is the issue and distribution platform for our digital 

collectibles. All of the licensed digital collectibles are categorized accordingly in 

collections which are then sold in limited edition sets per period of time. 
 

The forms of the unique sales are divided into: 

● NFT Kingdom Drops 

● NFT Kingdom Mystery Boxes 

● NFT Kingdom Auctions 

 

All purchases across all 3 platforms as stated above will be made via USD 

(fiat/stablecoin) or RTK token as per the market-rate at the time. This will all be 

preloaded into the user Three Kingdoms account before purchases can be made. 

 

NFT Kingdom Drops 

An NFT Kingdom Drop is the point of sale of an exclusive series of minted digital 

collectibles on the Three Kingdoms Store. These are in limited quantity and will be 

available until they are fully sold out. There will be different quantities with different 

price points based on their collectable rarities. The quantity of the digital collectables 

are fixed upon launch but can be dropped all immediately or across a period of time. 

 

NFT Kingdom Mystery Boxes 

Differing from the NFT Kingdom Drop where the purchaser knows the digital asset 

they are purchasing, there will be opportunities to purchase NFT Kingdom Mystery 

boxes on a random selection. These will cover all rarities and the user will not know 

what exactly they will receive until purchase is complete.  

Three Kingdoms will allow users to know in real-time the exact quantity of what 

digital collectable and amount of rarities from the NFT Kingdom Mystery Boxes can 

be obtained from a purchase as well as the remaining quantities and rarities.  

 

NFT Kingdom Auctions 

Three Kingdoms will offer exclusive digital collectibles and make them available for 

purchase via our NFT Kingdom Auction. These exclusive auctions will only have a 

rarity of Immortal Warrior status. 

Three Kingdoms will apply a model where the parameters of the auction will be: 

● Type 

● Starting price 

● Minimum Bid 

● Duration   

● Requirements 



● Three Kingdoms Marketplace 

Three Kingdoms Marketplace allows all users to buy, sell, trade, bidding and gifting 

of the collectables. 

 

i) Listing of the digital collectible for a sale or trade is free. Gifting is also free. 

ii) Once a purchaser has bought a 5% commission will be charged from the seller 

automatically. This fee incurred will cover the operational cost, Gas fees and 

includes a small royalty which is shared between Three Kingdoms and the IP owner. 

 

All purchases will be made in the currency of USD (fiat/stablecoins) or RTK token at 

the market rate upon the time of purchase. 

 
 
 
8. Revenue 
 
The Three Kingdoms is a fan focussed digital collectables platform licensed by 
Brand IPs. The revenue of Three Kingdoms can come from numerous sources which 
include: 
 
A. Three Kingdoms Store Direct Sales 
After acquiring licences from Brand IPs, Three Kingdoms will work closely with the 
IPs to create the approved licensed NFTs. They will be sold and issued to the users 
via our Kingdom sales platforms (Kingdom NFT Drops or Kingdom Mystery Boxes 
etc.) Three Kingdoms will share a royalty with the IPs from the total revenue 
generated from each of the digital collectables.  
 
B. Kingdom Auctions  
Within our Kingdom auctions, there will be the sales of the limited edition digitial 

collectables from the IPs. Three Kingdoms will share a royalty with the IPs from the 

total revenue generated from each of the digital collectables. 

 

C. Three Kingdoms Marketplace Transaction Fees Generated 
Three Kingdoms will take a 5% commission from all sold digital collectibles and the 

remaining amount going to the respective seller. This fee incurred will cover the 

operational cost, Gas fees and includes a small royalty which is shared between 

Three Kingdoms and the IP owner 
 

D. NFT Services 
As Three Kingdoms develops and onboards more IP brands, we hope the Three 

Kingdoms can serve as consulting company in the future offering NFT as a 

wholesome service. These services can expand into their own store on our platform.  

 



9.Blockchain 

 

The mass adoption of cryptocurrency since 2020 has been incredible. As a result of 

DEFI, the ETH network has become congested in periods and incurred astronomical 

fees at times in excess of 50USD. 

The aspect of promoting the energy consumption and carbon emissions of 

blockchain mining more projects have decided to migrate to a more economical and 

environmentally friendlier blockchains. The Three Kingdoms will require a 

environmentally friendly POS network without effecting performance. 

We are looking very closely to the Merge of ETH 2.0 otherwise will be looking at 

alternatives and Near chain looks to provide the best solution otherwise. Our 

roadmap will indicate this. Our preference will be to remain on ETH primarily in the 

first instance but are monitoring closely. 

The Three Kingdoms is an application product so we will not be fixated on running 

on one blockchain technology but to support multiple chains thus providing multi 

cross chain NFT solutions. 

 

 

 

10. Tokenomics 

 

RTK is Three Kingdoms native cryptocurrency, an ERC20 token issued on Ethereum 

chain. RTK denotes users rights on Three Kingdoms. 

Fixed Total Supply: 88,888,888 RTK 

Uniswap Pool: 40-50M RTK 

Team Tokens: 8,888,888 RTK  

We will keep our base tokens as 10% supply and perform buy backs at any given 

time to make sure that this number is constant. It is used for CEX listings, 

competitions, burns etc.  

Public Users: Remaining amount of tokens 

 

 

 

 

 



11. Token Utilities 
 
The utilities of RTK tokens include but will not just be limited to the following: 
 
● Exclusive Access (Three Kingdoms Warriors) 
RTK tokens can be staked which will allow users to acquire the Three Kingdoms 
Warriors status. This will relate to each user and offer an exclusive one of a kind 
access to the NFT Kingdom Drops, Sales and Auctions. 
  
Please refer to the next section for information regarding the Three Kingdoms 
Warriors. 
 
● Discounts 
For staked RTK tokens, there will be a USC discount offered for eligible users within 
the Three Kingdoms store. This is the wallet that will be assigned to your profile and 
limited to one unique wallet per profile. 
 
● Community Governance 
Three Kingdoms is built for connecting the brand and the IPs. It is largely community 
driven and users will be able to create and therefore vote on proposals to help aid 
the guidance of the Three Kingdoms and its future development. 
 
● Rewards & Bonus 
Three Kingdoms will launch numerous programs where users will be able to take 
advantage of there RTK tokens to earn extra revenue and yield extra interests.  
 
● Charity & Carbon Offset 
RTK tokens can be used for approved charitable and also help offset the carbon 

emissions. 

All the utilities above are subject to change as it will be incorporated gradually in 

different development phases within the Three Kingdoms ecosystem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. Token Utility +: Three Kingdoms Warriors 

 

Three Kingdoms Warriors are Three Kingdoms native NFTs which will be used to 

certify specific users for their contribution and support to the ecosystem and our 

community. They will be a unique way of identifying our key supporters. 

 

The staking of RTK tokens for different periods depending on amount, the users will 

be rewarded and given different rarities of Three Kingdoms Warriors Program. There 

will be 5 levels: 

● Titanium Lu Bu  

● Diamond Gyan Lu 

● Gold Zhang Fei 

● Silver Wen Yang  

● Bronze Zhang Liao 

 

The Three Kingdoms Warrior users can enjoy the following: 

● Exclusive early access to NFT Kingdom events 

● Exclusive access to special events 

● Exclusive access to brand products 

● Exclusive boost rates 

 

More information will follow at a later date regarding the Warriors Program. 

 

The Kingdoms Warriors NFTs can be listed and traded in the Three Kingdoms 

Marketplace at any given time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13. Roadmap - Key Stages 

 

1. Q2 2021 

a. Release whitepaper, set up social media and community.  

b. Approach world class brands and secure world class IPs 

c. Set up the marketing, strategic and creative teams   

d. Complete TGE Event 

e. List RTK on centralized exchange(s)   

f.  Launch Website v1.0  

 

2. Q3 2021 

a. Complete the RTK product beta & testing which include: 

    i. Three Kingdoms Store (NFT drops & NFT Auctions) 

   ii. Three Kingdoms Marketplace (The Secondary Sales User Platform) 

b. List RTK on centralized exchange(s)   

c. Launch the product beta on Web/Desktop   

d. Launch Website v2.0 

e. First NFT Sales 

f.  Approach further world class brands and secure further world class IPs 

 

2. Q4 2023 

a. Create and implement RTK staking rewards 

b. Complete more world class NFT sales of the IPs 

c. Launch product beta on Android and IOS 

d. List RTK on more centralized exchange(s) 

 

3. Q2 2023 

a. Three Kingdoms Platform v1 

b. Three Kingdoms Warriors Program 

c. Three Kingdoms Mystery Box 

 

4. Q3 2023 

a. Three Kingdoms Platform v2 

 

 

-End- 


